Touch and Go / Stop and Go Procedures

The preferred Runway for Touch and Go / Stop and Go activities is Runway 10R – 28L. Request to use Runway 10R – 28L.

Touch and go operations not recommended between 2100 and 0700 local time Monday through Saturday and 2100 and 1000 hours on Sundays and/or holidays.

Fly Friendly by using Runway 28L (reverse for 10R):

- Make crosswind over the golf course or the industrial park, safety permitting. Over-flights of the adjacent neighborhood should be avoided.

- Extend your downwind to Chabot College to avoid cutting over the mobile home parks and Southgate residences.

- Complete your base leg and final as shown in the picture below, unless otherwise directed by Air Traffic Control.

Runway 10L – 28R is closed when ATC Tower is closed 2100-0700 local time.